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Rise and shine, Freddy fans! Lucky for you, dawn has arrived and your petty lives
have been spared ... at least 'til tonight! Your scarred 'n charred man of the hour
apologies for the slight delay of this fear-flyer, but he's been busy shishkebabing
victims in his boiler-room from dusk 'til dawn. Not only that - since his latest
Nightmare .. .flick The Dream Master has been released, he's had to turn the
back-boilers down to 'simmer' in order to get in on the paparazzi and sign a few
autographs!
Yes, the Freddy phenomenon has grown bigger than ever, as proven by the fact
that ...Dream Master has the biggest three-day opening gross of any independent
film in history! Slashing through such weighty competition as Who Framed Roger
Rabbit and Big, it literally killed off its onscreen rivals and pulled in over $12 million
during its premier weekend! Freddy showed that as far as box-office muscle was
concerned, he could not only out-gross (or should that read 'gross out'?!) such fellow
slashers as Jason and Leatherface, but could also stand his own ground with more
mainstream he-men like Eastwood and Stallone.
IT'S A NIGHTMARATHON
To celebrate Freddy's fourth onscreen reincarnation, fans pulled out all the stops to
make the debut of Nightmare 4 a special occasion indeed:
New Line Cinema, the film-company f~ther of Nightmare movies, held
"Nightmarathons" consisting of all four Freddy films played in sequence at selected
moviehouses. August 18th, the night before Dream Master premiered nationwide.,
such Nightmarathons occurred at 50 locations from coast to coast: after fans were
wrung out by the first three Nightmare installments, the clock struck twelve and the
witching hour initiated the latest thrills, chills and kills of Dream Master. At the New
York Nightmarathon, the real Freddy's 'bodily hose', actor Robert Englun9-, was
even on hand to present the films!
Meanwhile, dozens of radio shows cheered Freddy's latest onscreen slashfest
through several innovative promotions: one station, for instance, held a contest in
which fans called in sounding like Freddy and revealed their worst nightmares.
After all the calls were screened, the caller offering the most monstrous 'mare was
tagged the winner. And what was the dreadful dream that took the prize? What
else - "Waking up with Dr. Ruth!"
In other radio circles, DJs played "Freddy Trivia" with listeners, in which obscure
questions about ol' sterling-fingers were asked and skillfully answered by
Nightmare knowledgeables in brain-straining depth. It just goes to show that you
. Freddy-fans have good heads on your shoulders - just hope they stay intact during
your next slumber!
In many cities, Dream Master's premiere night was marked by fans coming to the
screenings dressed as Freddy or as one of his many victims. And speaking of
dressing up, Freddy's become such a fashionable rave he's been hunted down by

Vision Streetwear to sign an endorsement deal. Meanwhile, fans at some Dream
Master screenings were issued "extra dark" shades like the ones Krueger sports in
the movie. What's this - Freddy gone stylish? Relax ... it'll take more than a new
wardrobe to make this fry-faced, pus-oozing child-carver look respectable. As it
stands now, he wouldn't even make a good poster-child for E-Z Lite Matches!
Giveaways galore proved to be another staple during Nightmare IV's debut, as
buttons, t-shirts and other "Nightmaraphernalia" was hastily snatched up by
theatre-goers. One fan was treated to a Craig "boom box" after winning a radio
drawing. The rationale for such a prize? "To keep you awake", of course!
Appropriately enough, another fan even won a waterbed, while ten fans from
different cities across the country were flown to the Hawaiian tropics for a
Freddy-sponsored vacation!
In addition to all the ruckus surrounding his latest flick, Freddy even got his ugly
mug on MTV, where he hosted his own summertime video special. And heaping
even more damage onto the Freddy frontier, he's also been warming up for this
October television premier on the syndicated series Freddy's Nightmares! Egad with so much on his mind lately, you'd think he'd have to succumb to
'psycho'-therapy before too long!
THE DREAM MASTER
The following lines of this pro-"gross" report were penned to recap the things
about Freddy's latest film that made it his biggest killing yet. Indeed, Nightmare 4
follows up on Kirsten, Kincaid, and Joey, three of the last surviving Elm Street
children who managed to escape Freddy's metal-knuckled clutches during previous
rounds. They've been trying to shake the memories of times when sleeping was no
easy task, thanks to you-know-who. Two years have passed since the charred gent
was permanently put to death, and times should be good. These days, the trio
should be able to rest easy- but the creep with the complexion that even a Clearasil
poster child wouldn't envy is itchin' to wrap his finger-blades around a few nubile
young throats. It's not long before Kirsten's reaching for the No-Doz while Freddy
reaches for her. The two other leftovers from Dream Warriors, Joey and Kincaid,
also have plenty to worry about, considering Freddy's hungry for a three-course
entre and they're also on the menu! Kincaid's slumber-disturbing dream-death
occurs in an otherwordly auto junkyard that also serves as Freddy's resting
grounds. However, in front of Kincaid's dreaming, widened eyes, the earth cracks
and reveals Freddy's bare-boned, grave-committed carcass. Before you can yell
"resurrection", flesh is forming around the chalky bones, pulsating organs and veins
are· filling up once-vacant bodily pouches, and the bad-tempered spirit of Freddy is
once again mobilized inside its ugly bodily shell. Krueger's back! Springing alive
from his gravesite, the fedora-wearing fiend with the built in cutlery collection
chases Kincaid through the junkyard. Eventually, he catches the youth and uses his
chest for a fencing range. Finger-knives pierce Kincaid's fast-pumping heart before
he awakens in his bedroom moments later, mortally wounded.
Meanwhile, Joey's girl problems (or should that read "ghoul problems"?!) still
haven't gone away. In Nightmare 3, he had to deal with a seductive nurse in a
psychiatric ward who nakedly cooed him into submission before spitting multiple,
self-mobilized tongues and sending him to Freddy Hell lock, stock, and bedsprings.
After finally getting over that unpleasant trip down 'mammary lane', Joey's finding

that his pinned up poster girl won't stay on the. wall: she k~eps clim~in? into his
waterbed with him, which wouldn't be so bad If she weren t on the Inside of the
mattress swimming around! What's a boy to do? After .struggli~g va.liantly to get
his dream-girl outside the moisture-filled mattress, the obJect of his desires takes the
form of Freddy and slashes its way out. Joey's romantic hopes are shattered as
Freddy pulls him underwater, cackling, "How's that for a wet dream?"
Things would seem to be looking pretty grim for the rest of the youthful Elm Street
community: however, it seems there's one kid on th~ block whose. got a knack ~or
out maneuvering Freddy. A quiet redhead named Ahce, she subscnbes to the belief
of "The Dream Master", an ancient guardian of the gate of good dreams, and feels
that by having faith in the Master's presence, she'll be able to confront he of the
maggot-ridden persuasion without being finger-frickaseed.
Before she's able to have a face-off with the fiend, however, Freddy's decimated
most of her Elm Street peers in the vilest ways possible. In a Hitchockian t~ist
reminiscent of Psycho, Kirsten is killed when Freddy pushes her body down, Into
the sand of a dream-conjured beach. The fact that we're geared to .assume she 11 be
the heroine and survivor of the film (as she was in Dream Warnors), makes her
death the most unexpected evildoing since Janet Leigh was knifed by "mother"
Bates in the shower. Meanwhile, another female friend is turned into a cockroach,
while a classroom whiz-kid is suffocated with a fatal Freddy kiss ("Let's suck face",
he offers before doing literally just that).
Even Alice herself is suffering through some strange predicaments: while w~tc~ng
a movie at the neighborhood theatre, she's plunged headlong t.hrough t~e viewing
screen and into the scene itself. She appears to be in a dream-Induced diner called
the "Crave-In" (the moniker being a wicked pun on the name of Nightmare I
director Wes Craven), and the scab-encrusted mug sitting alongside ~er at .the
counter isn't a pleasant one. It's the finger-bladed one himself, .and ~n"~YPI~al
Kruegeresque humor, he barks, "If the food doesn't kill. ya, th~ .service will. With
that said, he munches on Alice's pizza as she stares on w1th ternf1ed eyes.
This sets the scene for another gut-tugging FX sequence: the pizza, it turns o~t, has
been layered with the oozing, meatball-like heads of recent ~ictims. With the finesse
of a fisherman impaling a juicy nightcrawler onto a ba1thook, Freddy spe~r~ a
yummy-looking noggin off the sizzling platter and puts it down the hatch. Wiping
his mouth of dribbling cranium-cream, Freddy lets out a contented belch and
excIa1ms,
·
"Mmm...sou 1food'."
What follows is a series of confrontations between Alice and Freddy that sees them
clashing through maze-like, shape-changing corridoors, uninviting hospita.ls, and
finally, a looming church chapel. It is here that Alice shows Freddy .h1s own
accursed reflection through a plate of stained glass, freeing the souls of children he
has killed.
ln a masterful, climatic FX extravaganza, Freddy is literally pulled apart by.an army
of sprouting, victimized appendages: arms and heads rip. from their ~vll ':omb,
turning their host into a writhing, screaming octopus flaihn~ .te~tacl~-hke hmbs.
Finally exploding into nothingness, Freddy's loathsome spint IS la1d to rest as
Alice,taking on the spirit of the Dream Mast er, em erges from the sc.ene

triumphantly. Could this be it? Is Freddy really dusted for good? Considering his
past track record - four resurrections in as many films - don't bet on it.

*****
THE INTERVIEW

Throughout the Nightmare ...series, certain scenes have entered the terror-capsule
and become cinematic classics of surrealist grue. Nightmare I featured Freddy
providing close encounters of the bathtub and telephone kind, ... II had him ripping
out of a pubescent's pectorals with all the vigor of Alien's intergalactic chestburst~rs,
and ... III hosted a 'Freddy Snake' that swallowed Patricia Arquette up to the waist.
The scene that leaves the biggest impression in Dream Master seems to be the
infamous 'girl-to-cockroach' transformation. After having her arms crush~d by a set
of free weights, fine-figured gal Brooke Theiss finds herself sprouting roach
appendages to fill in the vacant spaces. It's not long before her body's a chirping,
shell-covered, goo-strewn glob of insect-like charm; kind of like 'bride of The Fly",
with her dangling black feelers and oversized eyes. To add insult to injury, not only
has Brooke shrunken into a she-bug, she's also trapped in a roach hotel with an
increasingly stickly floor. By the time Freddy snuffs the bug, joking that "You can
check in, but you can't check out!", the audience has seen FX history transcended
•
once again.
The creator of the roach effect is a- man with a name as off-color as his imagination:
Screaming Mad George. His moniker was inspired by Screaming Jay Hawkings, an
offbeat rhythm & blues singer, and Mad magazine. His real name is simply George,
but as he puts it, "George alsone is boring. I wanted to liven it up a little."
After arriving in America from his home country Japan during adolescence, George
became a student of the surreal and a "professional bum" who thrived on New York
art classes. George also had a soft spot for eccentric musical styles, and was in such
New York punk bands as The Mad and Disgusting. Durig the latter's live g~gs,
George was responsible for such uniquely offbeazt touches as stop-motion
animation films projected onto the stage and latex guts which would explode from
his chest during such subtley-named songs as "Eat My Shit".
"These bands evolved right in the middle of the punk thing in the late '70s,"
elaborates George. "I guess you'd classify them as 'theatrical punk'. One thing I'd
experiment with a lot was using latex. For one effect, I made a little latex tubing 'gut',
shoved into a plastic bag, poured in some red pigment, and then put that on my
stomach. Then I'd put a latex sheet over that, to simulate skin. During a concert, I'd
rip my 'stomach' open and the guts would fall out."
George also incorporated an animated backdrop film as part of f?isgusting's live
presentation which depicted a naked man lying on the ground: a fist ~oon sprouts
out of the earth beside him, which reaches up his rear end, through his body, and
into his head. The film concludes as the hand pulls the hapless man's brains out of
this body using the same path by whi ch it entered. All this took pla~e ,
appropriately enough, during a song called "The Hand". Such effects, explains
George, lent to such concerts an imagery "kind of like Pink Floyd at a much more
raw, hardcore level.

Punk music, however, soon took second fiddle to George's interest in surrealist art
of a more sophisticated brand. The paintings of Salvador Dali had always been a
guiding inspiration for the creative yound oriental, who felt if he could couple Dali's
visionary style with a live, cinematic feel, he'd really be onto something. Upon
viewing John Carpenter's The Thing and Ken Russell's Altered States, George knew
the time was right to take the leap into film effects.
"When I saw those two films," he reflects, "they really made me feel that this was the
art form I wanted to get into. They had such surrealistic ideas made alive in films, as
opposed to being frozen like in Dali's paintings.
After pushlng a broom on the soundstages of Cocoon and making some headway
as an apprentice to several Hollywood FX men, George found work on the set of
Fright Night, where he painted numerous sets of special contact lenses worn by the
numerous 'vampires' in the film. This led to a gig for Big Trouble in Little China,
where the FX upstart designed a "deep sea fish-type of creature" that appeared in
the film for all of two seconds. A flying eye which he also helped design, paint and
fabricate for the same movie fortunately received considerably more screen time.
Following FX stints included work for Poltergeist II and the upcoming Empire Films
release Arena, which George describes as "Rocky in space." Its premise of a
futuristic, interplanetary sport in which a human must fight a mixed bag of aliens
certainly sounds promising, as does George's contribution to the film, an alien he
refers to as "Sloth".
Eventually he was assigned the cockroach scene in Nightmare 4, for which he had to
design a roach costume and a three foot puppet which were used interchangeably
for the scene. Along with assistant bug-makers David Matherly, Mark Garbarino,
Brain Wade, Makio Kida, Moto Hata, and Michael Le Vitre, George has succeeded
in capturing a scene of truly horrorific proportions, even if it has a departure from
his usual artistic territory.
"I'm not real big on gory effects," George admits. "I think the only term that would
do justice to the types of effects I strive for is surreal. I was always influenced by the
painting of Salvador Dali, and the movies of David Lynch and Polanski - stuff
where there's a lot of imagination as well as shock."
George is currently working on Society, a film being produced by Brian Yuzna of
Re-Animator fame.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
•

NIGHTMARE 5

THE DREAM CHILD

opens August 11th

Fan Club Business: On your mailing label we have assigned you a renewal code. This
is how we keep track of how many newsletters you will get. Here are what' the
codes mean, if you have code N you will get 3 more, code H will get 2 more, and
code F will get 1 more. If you have any questions please write. If not don't worry
we will notify you when it is time to renew. Last but not least we have included a
new merchandise sheet with this newsletter. We think you will like it. Once again-

We leave you with your dreams 1, 2, 3...

